
CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

     The problem of my term paper is I had difficulty in teaching a second-

grade student who had a problem in memorizing English vocabulary at SD 

Sirna Sari Pangalengan. There are three causes of the problem, including I 

had lack of experience in teaching vocabulary, I did not provide any creative 

activities to teach vocabulary and I did not give the student a motivation to 

learn harder through rewards. The effects of my problem is I had to give more 

time to the student and less time for other students, I lost my temper and she 

got bad result. There are three potential solutions to solve the problem. The 

first potential solution is I should use fun activities to teach, such us word 

games, songs and pictures. The second potential solution is I will give the 

student extra tutorials after class. The third potential solution of my problem is 

I will use repetition as my teaching technique in teaching vocabulary. 

    Based on the analysis in the previous chapters, I would like to choose all 

three of my solutions to solve the problem. The first solution is I will use fun 

activities to teach such us word games, songs and pictures. Most students in  



the second-grade seem to like fun activities; thus, using fun activities to teach 

vocabulary to the student will be more efficient to help the student memorize 

the English vocabulary. The second chosen solution is giving the student 

extra tutorials after school. Giving extra tutorial to the student after school not 

only could help the student to memorize the words easily but also it could 

make me know why the student finds it hard to memorize the English 

vocabulary.  By knowing what the student main problem is, I can apply 

suitable techniques when teaching her. Thus, the student can memorize the 

words better. The third is I will use repetition to teach the student. By 

repeating the vocabulary, the student can memorize the English words better 

because it makes the words seem more familiar for the student. Therefore, it 

is highly likely that the student can memorize the words better. 

     To sum up, using fun activities to teach English vocabulary, giving extra 

tutorials and using repetition are effective to help the student memorize the 

words better. I expect the chosen solutions could help other teachers who 

have a similar problem as well. 

 


